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About This Game
For more than a century, girls of a certain age have been mysteriously vanishing, never to be seen again. Some say they were
taken by the Crooked Man, who always travels with a strange little black cat at his side. Now he’s kidnapped your very own
sister! You’ve got to unravel the riddles in the Cursery and find out who’s the mastermind behind this whole evil plot. Save your
sister, as well as his other kidnap victims… Defeat the Crooked Man and his servant… Uncover the story behind the Crooked
Man’s actions… Reveal the mystery of the cured nursery rhymes, the Cursery…
This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:
Play the bonus game – Humpty Dumpty is cursed!
Download soundtracks, wallpapers, screensavers, and concept art
Use the integrated Strategy Guide
Play bonus puzzles!
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cursery the crooked man and the crooked cat collector's edition. cursery the crooked man and the crooked cat collector's edition
walkthrough. cursery the crooked man and the crooked cat collector's edition free download
This game was suprisinly fun i had wondered if it would keep me entertained but it did even though there is no real characters
except in your mind. Multiplayer doesn't work.
It's painful to play.. Different enough from whats out there in hack and slash, rpg, exploration, crafting, and questing type game.
The climbing and flying mechanic takes a bit getting used to, but it is really quite good, and gives you great travel ability, with
nothing left unsurpassable, or unscalable. They do have teleport points as well to save time.
I really dont know a great deal about the game, having fun learning(lvl 8), other than a few mental pauses in the crafting area.
The combat is fast and responsive, and once you understand the skill use, its pretty fun.
Voice acting is laughable, and ui is someone in the same vein, but other than that a very solid game, no problems with it running
or lack of content it seems.
As far as content, there are beginning quest that lead to a chain it seems, killing a troll to loot a box, get the humans and others
to raise their liking of you. Armor and weapons of furthering lvls to find and make, getting the components. Finding magic
buffs for weapons and armor., learning new skills by experimenting with controls. And more content to come, so for its price
nothing wrong here, just could have had more time in the oven. The developers are asking what we want made better and
worked on, and seem to be very intent on making the game a good one.. I'm clicking and clicking and the first level won't work.
Broken game.. Don't buy this. Not only are the controls poor, but when I try to spam my Shift key to fire, I get stuff about
Sticky Keys. Also, the constant urge to rate this thing like a mobile app is annoying. Yeah, I'll rate your product. I'll rate it down.
Seriously. Don't make the same mistake I did.. Takes about 4 hours to play thru once. Not worth full price, but definitely worth
playing.
I like casual games - it's a hidden Objects/Point And Click game.
The good - it actually delivers a game that you actually want to play. It's a little easy, but not outrageously so. Many of the
HOB/PnC games have so much counter intuitive backtracking that all you do is click Hint. This game has managed to make you
want to play it and if you even try a little you should find yourself using Hint sparingly. The mini-games are also reasonable.
Overall this game was a pleasant surprise.
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I had this game before the golden age of Steam. Traded it in and it was lost to me forever, but then Steam gave it back to me.
Best RTS for big armies and building stupidly big bases with four wall thick defenses. But please nerf 8 barrelled cannons.. The
game feels very slow paced and aiming (without the an attachment) feels off. It's not an awful game but I don't think it's worth
£14.99.. Does not work with Oclulus Touch and is farily boring.. Do not buy this game, its imposible from becoming bankrupt i
have tried at least 10 times every time i play it even on easy i go bankrupt in 1 year. its impossible to go more than i and a half
years they need to fix this Game. Didn't realise this was a wave shooter without any moving until I started playing the game.
Turned out it didn't matter, this was a lot of fun. Very well polished. The sword and shield can give you a workout pretty
quickly.. A pretty simple mix of a first-person shooter and a tower defense game. You carry around turrets like in Portal and
place them on the ground to shoot at incoming waves of enemies. The diversity comes from random placement of walls on the
level. Like with a smartphone game, it's good for playing in short bursts (like, 10 mins) when you have the time. For its tiny
price, it's well worth a purchase.. Meh.. not that great a game in execution. I would say try Icewind Dale or some of the other
games recently updated for PC.. This game is a piece of horse♥♥♥♥♥♥and if you play it the game will burn your eyes. ITS
SOO BAD
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